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INTRODUCT ION.

Denmark has four to five hundred islands - most of them
concentrated down in the southwest Baltic. With names like
Aer0, OmO, Lyo, Avernak0, Strynd and Vejro (0 means island).
This maze of tiny islands is like a bright lamp to a moth for
a Wayfarer with time to cruise. All islands offer the
excitement of exploration, the prospect of new landings and
the certainty of something to hide behind, should wind and sea
start to bare their teeth.

These Danish islands are beautiful in a quietly pastoral and
unpretentious way. They lie low on the horizon; their low,
rounded shapes offering few great headlands. The theme is
blue-green water, soft outlines, sandy beaches, grassy
meadows, wild flowers, birds and beech woods. There is a
timeless informality about those who live upon them and
sufficiently few inhabitants to ensure that everyone -

resident and visitor is acknowledged as an individual and not
merely a comnposite of the madding crowd. These tiny islands
offer a rich playground for Wayfaring, from the short hop to
the next island, through to the challenge of making longer
passages to lands unseen below that distant line where the sea
meets the sky.

So this is an account of our 1991 cruise amongst the Danish
islands, when Lantana set her bow eastwards and just kept on
going.



"Lantana" is our wooden Mark 1 Wayfarer, built by Smallcraft
in 1962. We have owned her since 1981, she is used for
cruising at weekends and our annual summer holiday.

We like to plan our next cruise on the way home from the one
just completed. The decision to return to Denmark had
therefore been taken in 1990. We had only been able to see a
small section (the Kattegat) on our first trip so there was
plenty to attract us back. Everybody told us how nice the
southern islands were; so they were our first goal. We also
had Sweden and Sornholm in our sights.

This year the cheapest ferry route was Harwich to the Hook of
Holland. We found the traffic heavy last year and the car
overheated. So we took the day crossing and did most of the
driving overnight. This worked well apart from not being able
to get a meal in Holland at 21.00 on a Saturday night! The
sight of the Rikjspolice in crash helmets in a Porche made us
wonder if we were exceeding the speed limit. As they took no
notice of us, we presumed they had bigger fish to catch.

We made use of an excellent German Rastplatz to sleep in the
car. Then next day we called in on relatives in Hamburg, to
pick up some charts that they had collected for us from Bade &
Hornig, a very good chart agent.

Out plan for the cruise presented two options: the active and
the passive. The active plan was to flip through as many
islands as we could, then make a long passage of eighty five
nautical miles out to Bornholm, possibly returning via Sweden
or maybe East Germany. The passive plan was to give ourselves
time to enjoy the islands and island hop for three weeks. Much
depended on the weather, for to complete the first option we
would have to decide within a few days. Of one thing we were
certain however, whatever happened it was going to be a
downwind - all - the - way cruise! In the end we let the
cruise develop at it's own pace.

Wanting to get on the water reasonably quickly, we had thought
of launching at Mommark because we knew from Robin and Maggie
Cooter's log that a suitable slip existed there. However it
was,blowing quite hard and we did not want to launch straight
into open water, so we decided that Glucksburg in Germany
would give us more shelter for the start of our cruise.



SUNDAY JUNE 2ND.

We arrived at Glucksburg at 16.00. We could see a slip on the
diagram in the pilot book. It was a little difficult finding
it at first as we had come on the inland route. If we had been
on the coast road it would have been easier. But then I enjoy
driving round housing estates towing a Wayfarer.

The slip we were heading for turned out to belong to a boat
yard which was firmly closed. Luckily the Flensburger Segel
Club which was next door had a slip as well. They charged us
20 DM (26.80) to launch and 10 DM (23.40) for an overnight
berth. We arranged to leave the car and trailer in their car
park for which there was no extra charge. The Harbour Master
was one of those helpful types who wanted to give a hand with
the launch. We always find this is bad news. His lack of
English and ours of German meant we had no idea what he had in
mind. we ended up with the Harbour Master with one stern line
on one pontoon with me clutching another stern line on the
opposite pontoon. This left Brian to launch heavily laden
Lantana, on his own down a wooden slip. As she gathered way
assisted by a hefty tug from the Harbour Master Brian hit the
slimy green part of the slip just below the water line.....

Unfortunately Brian was still wearing his "clean" trousers
intended to be left in the car for the return journey. It now
became apparent that I was on the wrong pontoon. The Harbour
Master for some reason best known to. himself began to attack
Lantana with a long boat hook. We finally managed to persuade
him that we could cope on our own and after many expressions
of gratitude and appreciation for his help we paddled damply
off to our berth.
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MONDAY JUNE 3RD.

WIND LIGHT TO FRESH S BECOMING NE -Radio Denmark -,

GERMAN BIGHT NW 4/5 0CC. 6 - Shipping Forecast
ONE REEF, GENOA

During the night it rained quite heavily. Unfortunateysm
rain ran down the shroud and off the gunnel onto my sleeping
bag. At least fresh water dries out quicker than salt. we
usually remember to drape the rope tie from the tent on the
side deck, then around the shroud and so outboard. This
ensures that if it rains the water drains outside the boat
using the tie as a wick. We decided that we deserved a
leisurely start so after sampling the excellent showers we
wandered into town. Here we stocked up on a few things that we
had forgotten and made sure to get some German beer~ All drink
is very expensive in Denmark.

By the time we had had coffee and German pastries and then
visited the rather beautiful Schloss, it was time for a late
lunch. our new charts needed sealing into plastic bags. We
have given up using chart covers as they perish too quickly so
we use heavy duty clear plastic bags and seal them with parcel
tape. One tip, get as much air out as possible before sealing
them otherwise they are bulky when folded.

Finally we were ready and it was my turn to helm. It was windy
in the harbour so we bent on the main with one reef and the
genoa. The wind was blowing straight into the entrance.
Following a recent rather unpleasant experience tacking out of
a narrow harbour entrance under sail, I wanted Brian to row
out,. As we neared the entrance and the sea began to kick up it
became obvious that this was not a very sensible plan. We
decided to tie up to a post and hoist sails instead. This
worked much better and we were able to close haul out of the
entrance without a problem.

We tacked over to the north shore of the fjord and at what we
thought was the appropriate spot lowered the German courtesy
ensign and hoisted the Danish with due ceremony. After a few
boards to and fro the fjord we dropped our anchor close in to
the Danish shore. A pair of Mergansers dived and swam around
US.



As we were getting the tent up a man emerged from the woods
and started walking out towards us in chest high waders. My
immediate reaction was that we were going to be asked to
leave. Not a bit of it! He had come to ask us up to his house
for coffee later on. If we wanted to camp in his woods he
would be very happy. He said he recognised the Wayfarer as he
had sailed one with, his friends.

After supper we paid out our 150 m anchor line and paddled
ashore.-We only just had enough line to reach the shore.
Clambering through the back of our A frame tent is not easy
but we did not want to have to re-erect the tent later. So we
went through our contorted Hoodini routine to save us the
trouble.

When we arrived at the house we were made most welcome by
Stend and his Eskimo wife Maria. We discovered that Stend was
a Doctor and had met his wife while working in Greenland. They
had prepared c6ffee, bread, cheese, jam and cakes. we enjoyed
a very pleasant evening and did not leave until late. The
hospitality of Stend and Maria was a spontaneous and
delightful gesture to a couple of complete strangers. It is so
typical of the Danes and says much of how a mutual love of
sailing and the sea can bring strangers together in
friendship. When we finally made our departure it was still
not totally dark. On this holiday we were to find that we
would rarely need to light our faithful Tilley lamp.

DISTANCE 4 MILES GLUCKSBURG TO R0NSHOVED



TUESDAY JUNE 4TH.

WIND FRESH W
GERMAN BIGHT NW BACKTNG W 4/5
FULL SAIL

After stretching our legs ashore, in bright sunshine we set
off with a free wind down the fjord. We paused to wave to
Stend and Maria's house but were not sure if they were at
home. Soon we were passed by a flotilla of German gun boats.
Would they object to our Danish courtesy ensign. Apparently
not, they gave us a cheery wave. The border runs right down
the centre of the fjord and we could not keep changing our
flag as we moved from the waters of one country to the other.

As we turned a bend and came on to the wind we were hit by a
squall and had to pull in a reef. When we finally made the lee
of the land we anchored for lunch at Kobbelskov. Afterwards we
explored ashore. Brian had hoped to find somewhere for a
Danish pastry but no luck. So we upped anchor and sailed
across Sonderborg Bugt and into H•rup Hav.

Here we anchored close to the village to the east of the
harbour and stepped ashore making a note of the slip in the
harbour for future reference. The old part of the village has
some interesting low cottages. Further inland we found an
excellent supermarket. The rest of the village was rather
modern and sterile and we could not find anywhere for tea.
This country must be respected for not pandering to tourists.

We had planned to sail further into H0rup Hav for the night
but with the wind in the northwest, it was too exposed. So we
moved to the west of the harbour ini order to take shelter in
the lee of a clump of trees. A very peaceful night passed with
calm clear water chuckling under Lantana's hull.

DISTANCE 18 MILES R0NSHOVED TO HORUPHAV





WEDNESDAY JUNE 5TH.

WIND LIGHT/MOD W
GERMAN BIGHT NW 4/5 BACKING SE 3/4
FULL SAIL

After further exploration and lunch we set off across the X
Little.Belt. An excellent sail towards Ly9 with the wind
filling our sails. We were kept on our toes with the squalls.
During a lull I decided to brew up, only to be urged by Brian
to get a move on. Looking over my shoulder I could see why, I
just had time to re-stow everything before the squall hit.

The visibility was good and we could see Aero easily. we had
written down the courses for our destination in our waterproof
notebook before setting out. We were pleased we had done so
because it is confusing with so many low lying islands. There
are not many distinguishing marks from a distance, few large
towns or tall church towers. The windmills which are
conspicuous are not marked on the charts.

The harbour on Lyo is on the northern side and we were
approaching from the southeast. So we had to sail round the
eastern tip of the island and then harden up into a choppy sea
over shallows. Very soon we started to ship a lot of water. As
we had decided this was to be a downwind holiday we called a
halt and altered course for Dyreborg. Lyt would wait.

We anchored off Knolden over a sandy beach, beneath steep
green hillocks. It was a deserted and beautiful place. Behind
the beach and beyond the reeds masses of sea birds gathered on
a small blue lagoon. As the sun dropped Brian went off to
collect driftwood for a barbecue whiLe I got the food ready.
Fire lighters to start our barbecues are indispensable. We
rely on finding driftwood to burn. We have no difficulty even
on beaches where lots of other people have been having fires.
The best wood for cooking are the small bits. We carry a grill
that we found on a beach in Pembrokeshire with a finer mesh in
the centre to stop the food falling through. It is supported
above the fire on a couple of rocks or pieces of wood. We now
include foil in our kit for baking potatoes in the embers.
Neither of us enjoys cinders with our potatoes.

As the fire died down to a gentle glow on the sand we gathered
our belongings and paddled off into deeper water for the
night. Although there is not much tide in the Baltic you can
be caught out, by a wind shift or a change in pressure
altering the water level.

DISTANCE 28 MILES HORUPHAV TO DYREBORG
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THURSDAY JUNE 6TH.

GERMAN BIGHT S OR SE 4/5
FULL SAIL cv
Despite the forecast the wind was in due east-so -tfue-totour
promise we went downwind. First stop Ly@. We tied to a pontoon
on the outside of the tiny harbour and set off to wander round
a beautiful island. This island surprisingly is not mentioned
in the pilot book. We found it delightful and very peaceful.
It was our first small island which probably helped. We walked
up into the centre of the main village and found a deserted
cafe for lunch. Brian experimented with a strange sounding
dish which turned out to be the local speciality. Served
piping hot in a heavy iron pan it revealed itself as a Danish
omelette full of crispy pork crackling. Delicious!

The church was typical of those we had found in northern
Denmark. Painted white, with an immaculately raked church yard
and a commanding view of the sea. A lot of the graves belonged
to sailors and there was the usual carved votive ship hanging
inside. It reminded us that the Danes were a seafaring nation.
The interiors of these simple churches are often painted with
cleverly co-ordinated pastel colours to produce uniquely
pleasing effects. We walked back to the boat down a lane
overgrown by wild flowers. None of the verges are cut or
sprayed. We did not find a shop on the island so the locals
must have to take the ferry to Faborg for their shopping.

After lunch we sailed westwards on a free wind into Helnaes
Bught. We passed through a narrow channel and landed on the
northern side of Illum. This was a tiny island with one farm,
grassland and low bent trees trained away from the prevailing
wind. There were a lot of seagulls wheeling and screeching
overhead. As we explored the island we collected wood for our-
fire. Someone had laid out a neat circle of stones for a
previous barbecue, so we used their site. As we were eating
supper we were surprised to see two large Dutch sail training
schooners sail proudly through the narrow channel to anchor
off the far shore. As we prepared to leave our islet we
discovered that we had made our fire close to a seagulls nest.
A tiny chick was crouching immobile beneath a dock leaf
waiting for us to go and for it's parents to return to feed
it. No wonder they had been scolding so loudly. We felt guilty
that we had been feasting and this little chap had been forced
to wait for his supper. With a northeasterly forecast we
needed more protection and moved to the east of the Bught for
the night.

DISTANCE 14 MILES DYREBORG TO HELNAES BUGHT
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FRIDAY JUNE 7TH.

GERMAN BIGHT SE BACKING N 4/5 ;
FULL SAIL -A

A hazy morning. We tacked out of Helnaes Bught through a
tortuous channel keeping a close look-out for the ferries -
coming in and out of Kalv0re Harbour. After a gentle sail we
anchored for lunch off a shingle spit on the northern end of
Lyo. The shingle was covered with terns eggs and their young.
The adults where wheeling and dive bombing us trying to drive
us away. After a few minutes however they realised we were no
threat aboard and soon accepted us. The chicks and the eggs
were so well camouflaged that you could only see where they
were when their parents landed nearby.

Mark Brackenbury's pilot said of FAborg: "This is a splendid
place, and definitely not to be missed." Dutifully we visited
it next. We made fast to a rickety wooden jetty to the east
of the town and walked along the waterside to the centre.
Whether,it was because I felt resentful about having to make
a detour to come to F&borg I do not know, but it did not live
up to expectations. The old part had been over-run by a
modern shopping precinct. But at least this gave us an
opportunity for a cup of coffee and to write our post cards
in the sunshine.

Back on Lantana we prepare to continue but the skipper will
not move until bribed with a cup of tea and cake. We were
later very pleased to have paused for refreshment before
setting off. Then a dreamy evening sail to Avernak0. We passed
to the north of Bjorno and found ourselves in company with a
group of rowing boats. There was a rowing club in Faborg and
they had been loading up with camping gear when we strolled
by. They seemed to be heading in the same direction as us but
had to stop quite frequently for rests. We wondered how they
would fare if the weather piped up but decided they could
always go back on the ferry.

As we approached Avernako S a Viking longboat silhouetted
on the horizon with sail set. She then vanished out of sight
and we thought she had sailed down the other side of the
island. We later found her in harbour. After a long ghosting
sail, in the last of the dying breeze we finally made Avernak$
and anchored to the east of the harbour.



The croaking of frogs just inland was almost deafening.
Fascinated by their sound we leapt ashore to see if we could
see them but they were out of sight in the reed beds. It was
late before we had supper so the delay for refreshments before
leaving F&borg had been sensible.

Before we had finished the wind had come round into the
northeast putting us on a lee shore. Very quickly we began to
feel the swell. The beach was stony with rocks and the sound
of the roaring surf on the shore added emphasis to the
message, we were in the wrong place! There was nothing for it
but to move, so we decided to try and do it without taking the
tent down. Brian paddled at the front and I used an oar out
the back. We keep meaning to learn how to scull for it would
be so useful in this kind of situation.

When we finally made it to the small harbour it was dark, the
harbour was already full and we were worried about disturbing
other people as it was now 23.30. A lone post loemed up near
the water's edge and gratefully we decided to secure ourselves
to this for the night. By now the sea was beginning to feel
quite rough, so we were pleased that we had moved as we
snuggled into our sleeping bags. During the night the wind
came further round to the north giving us more protection
behind the harbour wall.

DISTANCE 22 MILES HELNAES BUGhIT TO AVERNAK9



SATURDAY JUNE 8TH.7

GERMAN BIGHT N VEERING SE 3/4 INCREASING 5/7
FULL SAIL

Bright warm sunshine! We let ourselves off on a long line from
the post and then dropped our anchor near the shore. We then
paid out enough line so we could just land and secured a line
ashore for the return trip. Finally we were ready to go
ashore. While talking to a Dane on the harbour wall we
discovered that they had all been at a party the night before.
So we need not have worried about coming in quietly.

The Viking long boat was moored on the outside wall of the
harbour. She had rocks in her bilge for ballast. There were
holes through the hull for the oars. They had circular wooden
covers with pegs so that when not in use the oar holes could
be blocked off. She had a steering oar out of her starboard
quarter and for the first time we realised the derivation of
the word "starboard". The starboard was the steer board side.
Of course a Viking ship could only be moored port side to the
port because the steering oar would not let it alongside on
the starboard side. The crew were camped ashore in a variety
of different tents. Twenty rather large Viking women. whe
Brian asked a notable Viking Amazon where their menfolk were
she replied with a short sharp gesture across her throat.

Bicycles were available for hire from the har-bour with an
honesty box to pay for them. We decided it would be nicer to
walk. There appeared to be no charge for using the harbour.
Facilities comprised a couple of fairly basic loos and not
much else.

We had been told that the east end of the island was very
beautiful. The walk along narrow leafy, wild flower bordered
lanes was tranquillity itself. We later decided that this was
our favourite island. At the east end there was a wonderful
sandy anchorage. We wished we had known about this beautiful
spot the night before. Again we heard the croaking of hundreds
of frogs. As we approached the pond they fell silent but this
time we were able to see them.

There was a Wayfarer parked in a field but no sign of the
owners. Most people seemed to recognise the Wayfarer. As usual
we had to parry the question "did you sail all the way from
England?". Very frustrating to have to admit to having come on
the ferry. But at least we could say we had come from Germany!





Back at the boat we prepared for sea. The "Vikings" were also
preparing to leave. We wondered how they were going to get off
their lee shore berth. In the end they warped themselves into
a position where the rear port rowers were able to get their
oars' in and row like fury.

We sailed down to the anchorage on the eastern end where we , v
stopped for lunch. Here we were entertained by watching a
group 6f four small cruisers drop one anchor and raft up.
While we ate our lunch they dragged their anchor several
times. Then about twelve of the crew set off for the shore in
the smallest of the boats. Having safely beached the boat one
of the crew then swam back out with the only pair of oars they
had between them. As we left they were still trying to get
their anchor to hold. It looked about half the size of ours
and with no chain. We found the Dane's seamanship delightfully
relaxed. They seemed even less competent than us in mastering
the two stern post mooring system. By contrast the Germans
were very efficient.

Our next stop was only a short distance away, in Skovens Vig
on Drej9. As the wind was in the north we decided to approach
from the south rather than the north where the harbour is. So
that we could safely leave Lantana and go ashore. It was
difficult to get very close in as it was quite shallow. We had
to leap ashore into smelly dead seaweed. This is one of the
drawbacks of minimal tidal range, as the seaweed does not get
washed away. We walked round the west end of the island and
admired some nice old farm houses. The agriculture looked
reasonably profitable.

After this we headed off on a broad reach for Aeroskobing. We
were going very well in a rising wind and sparkling sunshine.
It took us just an hour to cover the five and a half miles.
There was a slight panic mid way when we had to run down wind
to avoid a commercial vessel. On arrival at AertskObing we
sailed beyond the harbour and anchored over shallow sand in a
quiet bay.

We had a sandy beach to ourselves, surrounded by willow trees.
It was time for another barbecue! No it was not that I had
forgotten the cooker. We just like barbecues! I have been
known to make Brian don full oilskins to "enjoy" one, in the
rain. We had some excellent herring but unfortunately not
caught by me. My fishing skills seem to have evaporated.

Because the weather was cool we had no trouble keeping food
fresh. We try and put things that need to be kept cold on the
bottom of the aft locker against the hull. The sea does the
rest. We originally used a cool bag but found that after a
week at sea it began to smell pretty foul.



On this trip we had no difficulty finding food. We usually
shopped every two to three days. We had been caught out last
year by the lack of UHT milk so this time I brought enough
with us for the whole trip. Although it does not taste too
brilliant it is better than having to find fresh milk every
day. Our other culinary disaster last year was running out of
tea-bags. So extra supplies were laid in for this trip. The
result, we ran out of Muesli instead!

As we approached our anchorage we wondered what the metal
stakes sticking out of the sea bed were for. When the locals
began stringing nets between them, we realised their
significance. We also noticed that by the time they had
completed their tasks, we were surrounded. Hopefully they will
retrieve their nets before we want to leave.

DISTANCE 11 MILES AVERNAKS TO AER0SK0BING

22

SUNDAY JUNE 9TH.

GERMAN BIGHT S 5/6 DECREASING 4

Lets explore! We set off to enjoy the sights and atmosphere of
delightful Aeroskobing. Being Sunday morning it was pleasantly
deserted. We spent a lot of time photographing the colourfully
painted doors and admiring the cobbled streets. The Peter
Jacobsen Museum with ships in bottles should not be missed. He
claimed to have consumed the contents of all the thousand
bottles except two, they contained ink and milk. The town
museum was also interesting. We found a Kro and had an
excellent fish lunch. It was the only place where we found any
sign of life in this picturesque town. Afterwards we wandered
around a maze of streets with ancient cottages and the village
square with it's twin water pumps.

We stopped for a coffee at a corner cafe and were brought cups
by the proprietress, only for them to be whisked away and
replaced by a whole pot of fresh coffee. Apparently they were
not hot enough. She only let us pay for the cups. It
transpired she was very pro the English having lived here at
one time.

We had intended to sail on to a new anchorage for the night.
But on our return to the boat a rain squall hit us and the
visibility dropped to fifty yards. We decided to settle down
with a good book instead. Must be getting soft........





MONDAY JUNE 10TH.

GERMAN BIGHT S VEERING W 4/5
FULL SAIL

We decided we needed another chart before we set off. The
chandlery did not open until 14.30 but Brian managed to find a
chart in an ordinary bookshop (just imagine finding a chart in
an English bookshop). We set off southeast thinking we could
find our way through between Aero and St Egholm. It was very
shallow and the rudder was bumping a lot of the time. We could
see boats in the main channel the other side of Egholm and we
were glad when we made it across the shallows. The wind picked
up and we had to pull in a reef.

As we approached Stryno we turned down wind. During lunch it
felt as if the wind had dropped and I persuaded Brian to shake
out the reef. I soon regretted this as we were close to
gybing. We scooted past Rudkobing and under the Langeland
bridge (plenty of clearance).

____X_i_ 1 _. LLLfitL-ll TTFL- --------

On the other side of the bridge we were greeted by a
formidable sight. A large steel platform one hundred yards
wide and four hundred yards long under tow, filled the buoyed
channel. Despite danger of grounding we took to the shallows.

As we surfed downwind the sky began to look dramatic; dark
threatening and inky black so we reefed again. At times the
coastline of Fyn and Langeland were blotted out as a squall
passed. We identified the buoys on the Smorstakke Lob channel
and turned east towards Lohals. We had been toying with the
idea of going on to Omo (another twelve miles) but one look
behind us sent us scurrying into Lohals for shelter. We
dropped the mainsail and shot through the entrance under
genoa. Then sprinted as far into the yacht harbour as possible
to get the maximum shelter. Luckily the tent was up before the
rain squall hit us with huge raindrops thundering on the tent
like machine gun fire.

After a cup of tea we explored the adjacent old harbour. There
were quite a few old boats and a clinker dinghy on the harbour
side was being re-caulked. The village was uninteresting but
it did have shops for supplies. Nobody seemed keen to take any
money off us for harbour dues. There were showers near the
ferry terminal and a cafe on the harbour front.

DISTANCE 26 MILES AER0SKRBING TO LOHALS
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TUESDAY JUNE 11TH.

GERMAN BIGHt NW 6/7 BACKING S 4/5 LATER ~(~

Grey scudding clouds and a piping wind! A day to stay ashore.
We celebrated with Danish pastries for breakfast. The wind was
so strong that the ferry had trouble docking and hit the
pilings hard enough to make quite a dent in her bow. We
watched an old steel square rigged sailing barge manoeuvre out
of the harbour backwards using warps. Her German skipper
handled her with great skill as her fifty foot bowsprit swung
between the pilings on the harbour wall. An impressive sight.
We had already spotted a cycle hire shop so chose our mounts
and set off for a cycle ride. First we headed north to the end
of the island through luxuriant beech woods. There were lots
of holiday huts nestling in the sand dunes. We sat on the
beach out of the wind for our lunch, feeling relieved that we
were not out there among the whitecaps.-

Then we headed south hoping to reach Rudkobing some twenty
miles away but the head wind was too strong for enjoyable
cycling. Instead we broad reached following a cycle route
which took us along quiet roads and tracks. The farm houses
were built low down to protect them from the wind. on the east
side of Langeland we found the beech trees coming right down
to the water's edge. The beach is white sand and the water a
greeny blue. It reminded us of winter in the Caribbean. If we
could have left the harbour safely this would have made an
idyllic anchorage. The visibility was. excellent. We could see
Omo nine miles to the north and Lolland nine miles to the
south. There were quite a lot of ships going down the deep
water channel about two miles off shore, between us and 0m9.

Back in Lohals harbour we watched spell bound as a yacht came
in under power.with her genoa flapping. It looked as if she
had her roller reefing jammed. The crew were unable to slow
the boat sufficiently.and crashed into the mooring posts then
into another boat.-It was quite an arrival, but the wind was
still pretty strong.

After tea we explored on foot along the coast to the north of
the harbour. we found more marvellous beech woods with a wind
break of scrubby trees protecting them from the prevailing
winds and the roaring surf sweeping the long sandy line of the
beach. The spray filled the air as sun followed squall and
butterflies flitted nervously from one safe haven to another.
We knew exactly how they felt but longed to be back at sea on
the morrow.
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In fine rain we set off to explore the
island on foot. The village was small
and picturesque with plenty of thatched
houses. The shop had shut for the day

when we found it. We continued on to 
the southern end of the island past a'
one hundred foot high windmill and then
walked back round the western shore line.
At the lighthouse we peered in to see the
look out's binoculars but there was no
sign of anyone on watch. By now the rain
had stopped but we got very wet trousers
from the long moist grass as we strolled
damply back to the harbour.

There was a very modern shower block in
the harbour and a kiosk where you could
get snacks. We had coffee and waffles
before returning to the boat. The Harbour- .

Master did not charge us. When Brian
offered to pay, he asked how long we were --

and just shrugged his shoulders, then walked away shaking his
head. The rain rattled down in earnest after supper. We were
nice and cosy with our Tilley lamp lit and just reflecting on
what an excellent cruise we were having when we were hailed
from the harbour side by a young German, complete with multi-
coloured umbrella. He had come to invite us onto his boat. He
and his wife and two tiny daughters had been watching us from
the opposite pontoon and felt sorry for us! They plied us with
coffee and drinks and we had great difficulty in persuading
them that we were thoroughly enjoying ourselves. our lady host
kept asking us why did we do it and "was it for the
challenge". We tried to explain the great variety of places
that you can visit with a Wayfarer, car and trailer. But as
they always sail in the Baltic they could not see the
advantage in being able to get to other parts of Europe as
well. I think they thought we were quite mad and typical
examples of eccentric English..2

our hosts did tell us of a wonderful holiday they'd had on
land in Bornholm. It convinced us that we must try and iget
there. At this point we did not realise yet again, that we
were not going to have time, to get to Bornholm. ouir new
friends came from Lubeck, close to the old border between East
and West Germany and told us of some of the problems they were
facing since re-unification.

DISTANCE 12 MILES LOHALS TO OMO



WEDNESDAY JUNE 12TH.

GERMAN BIGHT S OR S/W 5/64
ONE REEF, GENOA

A ragged grey morning with mist clingfin the sun. We worked
out all our courses for Omo before setting out on this twelve
mile open passage and recorded them in the waterproof
notebook. As we left the harbour the visibility closed in and
Lantana tramped out to sea. Heading towards the north of the
island a fishing boat passed to port. With exaggerated
gestures, the skipper slid back the door of his warm
wheelhouse and as if in slow motion lifted a hefty fist
clutching a mug of steaming coffee. Then he grinned and gave
us-a cheery wave as he vanished into the fog. "we have coffee
too" we laughed "we just can't reach it right now"` but he
was gone and our words were swept away in the wind.

We found the notth cardinal off the end of Langeland and
altered course for Omo. I was on the helm and was worried
about the poor visibility when crossing the deep draught
channel. We were going well but the seas were quite large.
Brian offered to put in another reef. I should have accepted
but felt that if we were too slow in the water the seas might
break into the boat. We were close reaching so having to sit
well out. Keeping a watch was difficult, as was plotting where
we were. So far we had only seen one of the channel buoys. The
tension mounted as our DR put us near the channel.

When we saw the grey outline of two large vessels crossing in
front of us we assumed that we were-still in the deep draught
channel. This would have meant we had four miles to go. when
soon after this, the light house on Omo was sighted through
the fog, we -realised those ships must have been in the ten
metre channel instead. we had made it and we both cheered as
the tension eased.

As we sailed into the lee of the island the seas eased and the
pace switched from hairy to a more manageable pace. Coming
into the harbour we heard a gusty cheer from the wall and the
fishermen whom we had seen earlier were lined up giving us a
wave. We felt rather pleased. It is not often that the true
men of the sea acknowledge us yotties.

We got quite a good reception in the yacht harbour too, from
the yachtsmen that had decided not to go to sea that day
themselves. Soon after we'd had our lunch, an Army yacht came
in under sail. Her skipper invited us on board for tea and it
turned out that the crew were on a sailing course. instead of
relaxing after a boisterous sail their next task wa.s to clean
out the bilges.



THURSDAY JUNE 13TH.

WIND LIGHT AND VARIABLE /
GERMAN BIGHT SW 5/6 / 5A5\
TWO REEFS, JIB I_

We listened to Radio Denmark every
weekday morning for the weather in
English. Klair Klaussen always gave --. .} - -
the wind strength and direction but her male colleagues were
useless. For once today Klair Klaussen seemed to have got the
weather wrong. We set off in strong winds and quite a sea for
Agerso. We had to close haul south to clear the shallows off
the end of Agerso before running down to the harbour. There
was only one other yacht in the harbour so we had plenty of
choice of stern posts to aim for. Despite this we still made a
mess of mooring. We underestimated the strength of the wind
against us so did not have enough way on when we reached the
stern post to carry us to the pontoon. Paddling vigorously did
not work so we had to use a moored craft to pull ourselves in.

The oil terminal on Sjaelland rather spoilt the view but the
sun appeared to cheer us up. We had lunch on board before
exploring ashore on foot. There were quite a lot of fishing
boats being repaired in the boat yard. The village was a
mixture of old and new houses. There are a couple of shops for
supplies. The ferry to Sjaelland was busy suggesting that
people were commuting to work on the main island.

DISTANCE 8 MILES - OM0 TO AGERSO

FRIDAY JUNE 14TH. (V

WIND FRESH /STRONG S OR SW
GERMAN BIGHT SW 5/6 DECREASING 4

We decided this was not a good enough forecast for our planned
destination. We walked into the village again and hired
bicycles. We were able to cycle to both ends of the island. It
was quite eventful, we had a puncture with no kit to repair it
with and got caught in a deluge. On the northern end of the
island we found sand martins nesting in low cliffs. The
harbour dues at Agerso were 55 Kr. There was a good shower
block 5 Kr for a hot shower. I foolishly dropped my 5 Kr down
the toilet so had to have a cold shower. After lunch we walked
along the shore to the north of the harbour. There was a sandy
beach where one could have anchored in quieter conditions. It
rained again so we beat a hasty retreat to Lantana.



SATURDAY JUNE 15TH.

GERMAN BIGHT S BECOMING CYCLONIC 3/4 NW 5/6 LATER /
TWO REEFS, GENOA 

We set off on a close reach until we had cleared the shallows
off Agers.. Then we altered course to 154½M for Vejro
(pronounced vi roo) now close hauled. We lost sight of the
chimneys of Stigsnaes before the island of Vejro came into
sight and enjoyed cutting a furrow through a moderate sea.
Entering the harbour on the south eastern end of Vejro was
quite a spirited affair and we had our usual tussle with the
stern posts.

We moored to the harbour wall and set off to explore the
island. The sign in the harbour asked boats to pay their
harbour dues at the club house, 80 Kr whatever size. There was
a small loo and shower block nearby. We called in at the club
house for a chat with the Harbour Master. He told us there was
a party of Danes coming down from Skaelsor for the evening and
we were welcome to join them for dinner. There were bicycles
for hire but due to the size of the island, one and a half
miles by half a mile we chose to walk.

There was only one other inhabited house occupied by the farm
manager. There were several deserted overgrown cottages. The
island was very restful with lots of hares lolloping about.
There was a grass airstrip but no ferry so we presumed this
was how the inhabitants got their supplies and travelled to
and from the island. It must be pretty bleak in winter, but
maybe it is only inhabited in summer. The island is a tranquil,
pastoral backwater.

When we got back to the harbour the party of Danes were
arriving. The Harbour Master was expecting twenty five boats
and as the yachts arriving so far had at least six people on
board it promised to be quite a party. While brewing a cup of
tea we talked with a German couple who had been unable to
leave harbour that day. With only two crew on board and a
strong wind blowing coaxing a large yacht out from between the
stern posts is quite difficult.

After tea we continued on to FejO, with two reefs still in the
main but were able to shake one out later. The forecast was
unchanged NW 5/6 so we decided we had better head for Dybvig
harbour on the southern side of the Fej0. We had to pass
through Femo Sund and then locate a buoyed channel, Sletterev.
On the chart this looked a narrow, shallow, channel but we saw
a ferry using it so realised it must be larger than expected.
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On arrival in the harbour we could not at first find a
suitable berth so we rowed around to explore. Eventually we
decided to moor against the harbour wall in the northeast
corner. Despite the forecast the wind was blowing from the
south, directly into the harbour. We did not want the wind
whistling in through the back of the tent so we decided to
moor stern-to. Having turned Lantana round and tied her bow to
a post we were approaching the harbour wall between two moored
yachts when I slipped on the fore deck. This propelled Lantana
rather rapidly into one of the yachts. Of course we had to
choose the one with six people on board (the other being
unoccupied). They came hurtling on deck to see what was
happening. The amplification inside their hull must have made
it sound as if we were much larger. However they were very
nice about it and Brian much admired the skipper for not even
glancing down on the point of impact on his hull. After out
neighbours had gone ashore we paddled quietly back to see what
damage we had done. Luckily it looked worse than it was and we
were soon able to rub off the small blue mark we had made on
their hull. Removing the evidence of our faux pas made us feel
much better.

Our relaxed victims got their own back later. They rolled
aboard very merry and very noisily at two in the morning! When
we surfaced later we were surprised to find them gone already.
They had obviously come over to the island for a weekend party
and had to get home. Either that or they could not face a
repeat performance if we left before them.

DISTANCE 22 MILES AGERSO TO FEJ0
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SUNDAY JUNE 16TH.

GERMAN BIGHT NW BACKING SW 6-8 DECREASING 3

It was raining and blowing hard so no point in surfacing too
fast. We were woken by a lady hailing us from the quayside. It
took us a little time to realise that she was the Harbour
Master and wanted 55 Kr. Perhaps this was why the revellers
had left already. We wondered how the other party makers on
Vejro were going to cope beating back to Skaelsor with hang
overs. We were glad not to have to go anywhere if we did not
want to.

Another hail from the quayside. This time from a dinghy
cruising enthusiast who invited us to his home later for
coffee. we were faced with a five foot wall to scale to get
ashore. This was safely accomplished and we set off to explore
the showers. on the way back we came across another Wayfarer
sailor preparing to launch. He made us feel rather feeble as
we were waiting for the wind to drop. This father and son team
were waiting for a friend to join them to go for a day sail.
They were keen to come and have a look at our boat to s it in
.our tent and to discuss their cruising plans. They were hoping
to join the Danish Wayfarer camp on Fyn in July, but had not
actually cruised their Wayfarer. We lost no time in telling
them how much fun it is.

Next we visited the home of Kaie for coffee. He was over for
the weekend from Copenhagen. Kaie was supposed to be
decorating his house, but preferred to ply us with coffee and
Danish rhubarb cake. His wife had stayed in Copenhagen as it
was too rough but she had sent him off with plenty of food. We
sat around a lighted candle in the kitchen and swapped sailing
yarns. He had lived on Bornholm for many years and cruised his
dinghy to Sweden. We stillihad hopes of getting to Bornholm
this year, but realism told us that we were running out of
time. As we left Kaie kindly gave us a prepared meal from his
deep freeze for later on. He must have felt that we looked
under nourished for he Was very insistent that we accept his
kind offer.

Warmed by the generosity of these gentle and considerate
Danes, we walked into the village of Osterby and found a house
offering cycle hire. There was no one around. Just a notice
telling you to choose a bike and an honesty box in which to
pay afterwards. Brian found a very laid back easy-rider style
bike. We cycled down to the ferry harbour on the western end
of the island and then up to Skalo an island attached to Fejo
by a causeway. In the shallow water around the causeway was a
nature reserve with a lot of birds.
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We paused for lunch at a table under a protective tree while a
dramatic squall passed over. There was a very small harbour on
Skalp, with just one small yacht moored in it. We headed back
to Lantana and as the wind had dropped a little, we prepared
for sea.

The wind had gone round into the southwest as forecast but had
not dropped to the promised force 3. we decided to head for
Fem#. It was only five miles away and down wind so we felt it
would be a reasonable passage. We set off with full sail but
soon put in a reef. We had been over confident in the shelter
of the harbour. The wind was still a good force 5/6. As we
approached Fem# down a fairly narrow buoyed entrance channel
the wind picked up. I was on the helm and it was getting
hairy. We entered the harbour on the plane and in a spume of
spray. As we reached shelter we were aware of an audience on
the wall, where they hoping for a spectacular disaster.

We had to turn sharply to port and close haul through the
entrance. As we came onto the wind we realised how strong the
wind was. The harbour looked pretty full and any spare berths
had lines stretched across them. We got as far to windward as
we could, grabbed a post, dropped sails and regrouped. There
was a space nearby but the Swedish boat on one side looked
unoccupied and the fishing craft on the other had large lines
across the space. Trying to move other peoples lines to get
into a berth and then retie their lines was not going to be
easy.

We rolled our mainsail round the boom and un-hanked the genoa
from the forestay while we pondered the problem of finding a
niche for the night. We were saved by a jovial Dane on a large
wooden motor boat. He arranged for a German yachtsman moored
next to him to untie his lines and we were able to squeeze
between their two hulls. They towered above us but we were
very snug and protected. The Harbour Mistress came round to
collect dues and studiously ignored us. We later noticed that
the apparently unoccupied Swedish boat had a whole family on
board. They were hiding below deck when it looked as if they
might have to help by moving one of their lines. They did not
score very highly with us.
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In no time at all we were settling down to an excellent meal
courtesy of Kaie. It turned out to be a leg of lamb in white
wine sauce with vegetables and potatoes. Now we realised what
he had meant when he said it was a complete meal. Our only
problem was our pan was not large enough, so we had to turn it
round to get the whole thing heated. One of the best meals we
have had on board. We drank quite a few toasts to the kindness
of our host.

After supper we went ashore to explore. We set off towards the
main village of Norreby. There was very little sign of life
anywhere except the Kro (the Danish equivalent of a pub). The
landscape was of rolling fields with small lanes and neat
hedges. From the central high point of the island we could see
the bridge from Sjaelland to Falster our destination tomorrow.
Despite being almost ten miles away it looked deceptively
close in the clear evening light.

As the sun set and the light began to fail we cut across a
network of narrow lanes and tracks to Sonderby and from there
back to the harbour. The wind was still strong and it's
direction helped us to navigate back to the boat in the dark.
We had not taken a map or torch with us as we had not
initially planned to go far. So we were relying on memory and
wind direction, not getting back to Lantana until 23.30. The
water level had dropped while we had been away and we had
quite a scramble to get down to the foredeck from the
quayside. Brian lowered me first and was then teetering on his
stomach, fingernails failing to grip and feet wriggling in the
air desperately trying to find a toehold before the drop down
to Laritana or worse, when a strong silent hand appeared from
nowhere and gripped his wrist. It was the crew from the Danish
motor launch who came to his rescue just in the nick of time.
Our rescuer uttered not a word before he merged again with the
inky night and Brian muttered his grateful thanks. Beneath
Lantana's bow, the cold black water sucked in vain and gurgled
its loss as we headed thankfully for the warmth of our
sleeping bags.

DISTANCE 5 MILES FEJO TO FEMO
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MONDAY JUNE 17TH

GERMAN BIGHT W BECOMING VARIABLE 3 OCC 4 AT FIRST
FULL SAIL '

To leave it's overnight berth the early morning ferry revved
aft at full throttle, before manoeuvring out of the harbour.
The view from our tent, just inches above water level as this
iron giant hurtled towards us was alarming. We were glad we
had not remained hanging off our original post as we would
have felt very vulnerable indeed. On talking to our Danish
neighbour discovered that he lived on his boat in the harbour
all year round, apart from two weeks ashore for an annual
re-paint. From where we were it did not look as if she had
seen any new paint for a few years. "I leave the crowds and
the mouse race", our new friend proclaimed proudly "I enjoy
life!" But in the winter the harbour will usually freeze.

We made use of the showers and then waving to our friends as
they again lined the harbour wall to see us off, we set sail
downwind. In case the wind strength increased we had the jib
across the deck and our harnesses and lines on. The visibility
was not as good as the day before and without the benefit of
the height of the island, we could not see our destination. We
had to clear various shallows off Femp before setting course
for the Storstrom bridge, below the horizon.

Some hours later after passing under this bridge, we had a
small gap without a chart where we had to rely on the road
map. After a second bridge we decided to take the southern
channel via Stubbekobing. We stopped here for a brew up and
went ashore to explore in bright sunshine. An unpleasant
thought had been growing as we approached Stubbektbing. Was
there a way through to the north or not? With the aid of the
binoculars we discovered that the "island" of Bog) was joined
by a causeway and not a bridge at it's eastern end! Although
we could lower the mast and go through we were not sure of the
depths on the other side. So regretfully we decided to beat
back to the last bridge and go round by the northern route.

The northern bank is wooded and we stopped in a picturesque
spot for the night. Beyond there was a'small house in a field
which sloped gently down to the water's edge fringed by
rushes, giving way on both sides to thick woodland.
Unfortunately all the greenery encouraged the mosquitos, so we
were glad of our mosquito coils, which soon deterred them.
Sunset was a blaze of golden red colours. A beautiful and
peaceful scene in the still air of the evening.

DISTANCE 28 MILES FENM TO KALVEHAVE
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TUESDAY JUNE 18TH. 

WIND LIGHT/FRESH NW ,
GERMAN BIGHT VARIABLE 3 BECOMING SW 4 t /

We woke to a steady downpour and the Danish radio forecast was
right, it was going to be a day of wet beating. Our luck had
broken. We should have been less stubborn and changed our
plans. If we turned round now we could start back to
Glucksburg. But Brian was looking forward to his trip back to
collect the car and trailer.

Our initial scheme to sail to Bornholm had been modified. I
was still harbouring a hope that we could get across to
Sweden. The crossing from Nyord would only be about forty
miles but we should have been in Nyord by now. With the need
to track down some public transport we put into a large modern
marina at Kalvehave. They had good facilities including a wide
concrete slip with a gentle slope. We found a tourist
information office and sorted out the buses and trains that
would be needed to get one of us back to Germany. We also
discovered that you need an advance reservation on the trains.
It is not very easy to sail to train times but at least we
knew the score now.

After eating lunch on board sitting in solid stair rods, we
continued beating, hoping to get to Praest9 but all this down
wind sailing had made us soft. I called a halt and we put into
Nyord for the night. The harbour entrance was very narrow
(only five meters wide) and difficult to see until the last
minute. Having made Lantana fast we climbed the hill to the
village. Lots of old thatched cottages and all with gardens
full of flowers. The only cars allowed into the village belong
to residents. There is a car park on the outskirts where
visitors have to leave their cars and proceed on foot. There
was a shop a restaurant and a cafe in the village but they
were all shut. The restaurant was the only place that
indicated it would be open again on Friday, the rest was
anybodies guess.

The church was unusual being hexagonal in shape. The bell
instead of being mounted in a tower was on the ground outside.
A large area of the island was salt marshes these were closed
to the public and reserved for birds and grazing animals. The
island was joined to Mons by a bridge.

DISTANCE 6 MILES KALVEHAVE TO NYORD
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and 
WEDNESDAY JUNE 19TH.

WIND LIGHT/MODERATE SW
GERMAN BIGHT SW VEERING W 4

We had a leisurely start and then began to notice that the
wind was coming round so it was now blowing quite strongly
straight into the harbour entrance. There followed various
discussions on'how we were going to get out. The wind was far
too strong to row against. If we sailed out what if a gust hit
us at the critical moment in the harbour entrance and we
heeled and hit the harbour wall? If we warped up to the
entrance would we be able to get under way before being swept
down on the fishing nets just outside the entrance? By now we
had really hyped ourselves up and the wind was getting
stronger by the minute.

Probably we would have been alright if we had just got on with
it; but as we said to each other this was a holiday not an
endurance test and why risk damage to our boat and our pride
just to get very wet outside. So we decided to make better use
of our time by Brian setting off to fetch the car. Together we
took a bus to Stege and while Brian was buying his ticket for
the next bus to Vordingborg I rushed off to check the slip. As
Brian's bus pulled out I gave him the thumbs down. The slip at
Kalvehave was better, this one was very steep and wooden. Not
an easy combination to pull up a heavily laden Wayfarer.
Besides the holiday had started with a slippery wooden slip.

I explored the town which was one of the more lively that we
had come across, before getting a bus back to Nyord. I was
done for another 50 Kr by the harbour master. Somehow because
one had been unable to sail away when one wanted to, one felt
resentful. A Danish couple on the yacht next to us boat
invited me on board for tea. They were from Copenhagen and
were just starting their holiday. He was a Jazz musician and a
poet, largely supported by his wife who ran a telephone help
line for disabled people.

Meanwhile Brian was continuing his journey. The whole journey
worked as smoothly as clockwork: A bus from Stege to Kalvehave
and thence to Vordingborgh. There forty minutes to change
money, eat and catch a train to Ringsted. Change here for
another train to Kors$r. Ferry across the Storebaelt (one
hour) and the same train continues via Odense, Middlefart,
Fredrica, Kolding and down to Flensburgh. Here it was nearly
dark and no busses were in sight, so instead of walking the
five miles to Glucksburg, a taxi. By 22.30 Brian, car and
trailer were on their way back in a torrential deluge. About
midnight just over the Danish border time to sleep in a
convenient service station.





THURSDAY JUNE 20TH-

GERMAN BIGHT W OR NW 4 OCC 5 AT FIRST

Next morning bright sunshine, I worked out that the earliest
Brian would be back would be after lunch. I started doing a
few repair jobs, whipping some loose ends etc. Later I did a
circum-perambulation of the island. The fishing boat on the
slip was still being painted, it would be difficult to
retrieve here as she completely blocked the slipway. The wind
had dropped so it looked as if we would be able to get out
today.

Brian was away by 08.00. On the ferry from Fynshav to B0jden
the island of Illum was visible where seemingly weeks before
we had disturbed the seagull chick. Little did we know when we
were watching ferries using the harbour that our route would
cross again. Then a drive through Tasinge over the huge
Rudkobing bridge-and down to Sponsberg, so onto a ferry once
again across Lagelandsbaelt to T&rs (forty five minutes). The
final leg Tars to Stege crossed the Faro cable stay bridge
(that tempted us to visit Stubbekobing) and thence to Stege,
leaving the car and trailer in the harbour area. The last leg
back to Nyord ready for a cup of tea by 15.30. A journey of
twenty five hours had retraced our three week cruise. Twice!

Rather than miss the infrequent bus to Nyord Brian had left
the car and trailer in Stege instead of Kalvehave. Luckily I
had found another slip in Stege that would be possible for
retrieval with a gentle slope, surfaced in concrete. The only
problem was it lay above the bridge, so we would have to lower
the mast.

We left the harbour under genoa, with oars at the ready. Going
through the entrance Brian rowed on the downwind side to stop
us hitting the wall. There was not room to use both oars. Once
clear of the fishing posts and nets we hoisted the main.

The pilot mentioned a well buoyed route east of Lindholm but
our chart was not detailed enough to show it. We did not find
the buoys but by watching the bottom we found a way across.
The clear water made this relatively easy. We passed close to
Lindholm island which is closed to the public. It is a
research centre for animal viruses. Judging by the number of
swans in the shallows, despite the viruses a perfectly safe
place to be.

As we approached Stege we had to dodge the local dinghy race.
Having passed both harbours we wanted to find something on
which to tie ourselves to lower the mast, as we had not got
our mast lowering forestay in place.



None of the walls had obliging rings so we held Lantana under
oars and lowered the mast in mid stream. As we had a head wind
Brian decided to row through rather than paddle. We find it
difficult to paddle against a headwind when squeezing through
narrow bridges. The only problem with this bridge was that
being a swing bridge it-came down very low indeed. Letting the
mast down low enough and being able to row and steer was
difficult. Below a certain height the lowered mast interferes
with the tiller and the oarsman.

Safely on the other side of the bridge there were moorings for
small craft. Also a shipyard with large fishing boats which
would need the bridge opened to get out. We continued into a
shallow lagoon behind the town and anchored for the night. We
were able to pay out our anchor line to allow us to land for a
wander ashore.

DISTANCE 4 MILES- NYORD TO STEGE
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FRIDAY JUNE 21ST.

We only had to row a few hundred yards back to the slip in the
morning. Under the seaweed we discovered the surface was not
very good. We unloaded the heavier items which enabled us to
pull Lantana up without too much difficulty. Although the
trailer did ground a few times in the potholes.

Having loaded up we went to the tourist office to sort out
return ferries. As Brian had not needed to make reservations
on his route we were surprised to be told that all ferries to
Germany were booked until 21.30 hours. We had rather fancied
the idea of taking the ferry from Gedser to Rostock and having
a look at what used to be East Germany. We were only able to
get on the Rodbyhavn to Puttgarden route. As it was now the
weekend and the start of the school holidays the price was
double what it had been two days earlier. Ferries in Denmark
are very expensive. Beware!

We now had time to spare so left Lantana on her trailer by the
slip and drove off to visit Mons Klint. Very dramatic chalk
cliffs rising to 143 m on the eastern end of Mon. On top the
cliffs are covered in beach forrest. A network of footpaths
allow you to walk along the cliff tops and climb down to the
beach. Mons Klint is said to look spectacular from the sea
where there were several boats anchored off in stunningly
beautiful clear green water over the chalk seabed.

After our last picnic lunch of pickled herring in a delicious
sauce we headed back. We caught our ferry to Puttgarden and
kept driving until about 02.00 when we stopped to sleep in a
rastplatz. The culture shock of leaving the peace and quiet of
Denmark, where everyone seemed to be in bed by 21.30 and where
the roads were almost deserted was particularly marked. For in
Germany everyone appears to roar around in high powered
vehicles all night. If Denmark did not have rules against
foreigners owning property there I think the Danes would have
been over-run by Germany.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY JuNE 22ND & 23RD.

On the way back to Hook of Holland we made a brief detour into
the old East Germany. It was all very drab and dirty and the
roads were appalling. We decided it was not kind to Lantana to
go too far. We spent a night visiting relatives and then
caught the ferry back to Harwich after a 04.00 start.



CONCLUSIONS.

Another wonderful holiday and still we have more to go back
for. It is easy to underestimate the size of this cruising
area. We only managed to visit seventeen of the four hundred
plus islands that make up Denmark. Bornholm is still to be
seen, also the coast from Rostock to the Polish border looks
interesting. our Swedish ensign has not yet been flown. The
unvisited list goes on and on. Plenty to talk about on the
planning trip home.

We would thoroughly recommend Denmark for a Wayfarer cruising
holiday either afloat or camping on shore. There is enough
variety of sailing to suit everybody, from gentle picnic sails
to rough open water. Lots of places are only suitable for
shallow draft boats so.you have them to yourselves. As it is
virtually tideless you can get in close for shelter and if
landing to explore do not need to worry about the boat
grounding or becoming inaccessible while you are away. Denmark
is even quieter and more peaceful and uncrowded than East
Anglia, our home cruising area. There was never overcrowding
in the harbours in fact we were spoilt for choice of berths.

The Danes are friendly and keen to invite one into their homes
and yachts. We found this added a lot to the enjoyment of the
holiday and our understanding of the country and the people.
Long daylight hours in the summer months, combined wilth a lack
of strong tides makes passage planning easy and means that
even a long passage can be accomplished in daylight. No need
to get up in the cold dawn to catch a tide. To be fair, night
sailing would not be easy due to lack of many lights and a lot
of unlit fishing nets and stakes.

No rules and regulations, this will suit those of you who have
had difficulty with other continental countries bureaucracy
(let us hope this lasts). You can stop almost anywhere and
beach or camp; the only proviso is you should be more than
fifty meters from habitation.

The only disadvantages we found were alcohol, petrol and
ferries are expensive. So either take it with you or do
without. A circular cruise would remove the ferry problem and
given the number of islands it would be very easy to do a
circular route without having to retrace your steps. The
season is fairly short, the locals advise July. We found it
cold this time in June, in fact we spent the whole holiday
wearing our thermals and several other layers. By contrast our
last cruise in July and August was warm enough to swim but it
may well vary from year to year.



STATISTICS.

DISTANCE SAILED 208 MILES

SAILING 14 DAYS

STORM BOUND 3 DAYS

EXPLORING 2 DAYS

TRAVELLING 4 DAYS

DISTANCE DRIVEN 1350 MILES

FERRY HARWICH HOOK OF HOLLAND RETURN DAY CROSSINGS £180.00

PETROL £86.00

LAUNCHING AND ONE NIGHT IN GERMAN MARINA £10.20

TOTAL HARBOUR CHARGES IN DENMARK £24.00

CHARTS £38.63

BRIAN'S RECOVERY TRIP BUS/TRAIN/TAXI £29.00

FERRY FYNSHAV TO B0JDEN £30.50

FERRY SPODSBJERG TO TARS £28.75

FERRY R0DBY TO PUTTGARDEN £54.40

EXCHANGE RATE £1 = 11.14 Kr

E1 = 1.89 Dm
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